BENNINGTON COLLEGE MUSIC DIVISION

PRESENTS

A STUDENT WORKS CONCERT

Sunday
November 22, 1987

4:00 p.m.
Greenwall Music Workshop

Uma Karuna

Rachel Neill, soprano saxophone
Gunnar Schonbeck, soprano saxophone

Suite for Solo Violin
impromptu
minuet
march

John Swan, violin

Duet #722 B.6

Technicolor for Solo Violin

Kate Brandt, violin

The Messenger

Louis Calabro -- piano
Alan Vega

The House of Glass - Concerto for Violin and String Quintet
3RD Movement

John Swan, solo violin
John Kuegel, violin #1
Johanna Hullick, violin #2

Louis Tavelli, viola
Elizabeth Brunton, cello
Jeffrey Levine, bass

INTERMISSION

Someday

Flannery Hauck, soprano
Anne Riesenfeld, alto
Alex Fattoruso, tenor
Jonathan Green, bass

A Short Cry

John Kuegel, violin
Louis Calabro, piano

Annemieke Ten Bokum
Jared VanDongen, piano
Jeremy Harlos, bass
Evan Sornstein

Alan Vega

Max Putnam

Kim Fotochnik

Geoff Bender
Constancy and Corruption

Jacob Glick, viola
Rachel Neill, soprano saxophone
Gerald Zaffuts, trombone
Tony Wilson, piano

Evan Sornstein

Untitled

Brenna Thorpe, piano

Brenna Thorpe

Just Say Yes

Johanna Hullick, violin
Elizabeth Brunton, cello
Claudia Friedlander, clarinet

Kim Potochnik

Drakar Noir

Jared vanDongen, piano
Jeremy Harlos, bass
Craig Schildhauer, bass
Ehran Elisha, drums

The Carriage Barn Quartet